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Overview of 
today’s webinar

• A little bit about our FLN
• Burning and restoration in the Central 

Apps
• History of monitoring and lessons 

learned 
• Results
• How the data gets utilized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikoleOriginal outlineEco-history of region, fire program, GW goals (AKA what fire looks like here).  Lindsey, Nikole.  15 minutes?Monitoring program evolution.  Lindsey, Nikole. 30 minutes?Results and other monitoring (CGA, avian).  Jean.  10 minutes?Other monitoring around the region.  Beth.  10 minutes?



Heart of the Appalachians  FLN

4.2 million acres in 
Heart of the Apps 
landscape

1.8 million acres in the 
George Washington & 
Jefferson National 
Forest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikoleThis is a snapshot of where we are located. The Heart of the Apps landscape is nested in the Central Appalachian FLN. Our neighboring landscapes are the Keystone (PA), the Potomac Headwaters (MD, WV) and the Cumberland Rivers (KY). Our sister network is the Southern Blue Ridge FLN to the south (not shown on map).  



The importance of fire in 
the Heart of the Apps

• Fire has shaped the vegetation 
and habitat types in the region 
over thousands of years, 
though its frequent presence 
across the landscape was all 
but extinguished in the early 
20th century

• Managers today burn to: 
promote healthy and resilient 
forests, maintain diversity of 
vegetation and habitat types, 
and promote oak and pine 
regeneration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LindseyLet’s take a few minutes to introduce the Appalachian landscape as it exists in Virginia.  There are 3 distinct physiographical regions in the western portion of the state: the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Ridge and Valley, and the Appalachian Plateau.  The terrain in general is shaped by incredibly long mountainous chains, broken by lush valleys.   While our mountains may not be as domineering as those in the west, they can be quite steep with elevations typically between 800-5,000 ft.  The vegetation is characterized predominately by dry/mesic oak forests and woodlands, but has unique yellow pine communities scattered across south to west facing dry spur ridges.  A majority of the vegetation found in this region is fire dependent and fire-adapted. What do we know about Appalachian Fire History?Thanks to the great work by Charles Lafon and others, a comprehensive synthesis on fire history research was published in 2017 (I highly recommend you check it out if you haven’t already!). Researchers agree that:-Fire has been a major force in shaping the vegetation and habitat types in the Appalachians for over 11,000 years. -Humans, and to some extent lightning strikes, have been the main cause of fire in the region-Fires occurred at short intervals across the region (3-7 years in many places)-Current research is consistent with the fire-oak hypothesis, which proposes that frequent surface fires maintained an open canopy and understory that enabled the establishment of oaks and inhibited the recruitment of mesophytic competitors (Lorimer et al 1994, Nowaki and Abrams 2008) -Fires, once ignited, burned large blocks of land and were extinguished by natural barriers or weather conditions -Vegetation across the region is largely highly fire adapted (serotinous pines, thick bark of oaks, leaves curl when dry and promote fire spread)The beginning of the 20th century lead to the age of fire suppression and fire’s role on the landscape was all but extinguished. As a result:-landscape vegetation has begun to shift towards closed canopy, mesic forests and conditions-forests are predominately even-aged stands of mature, closed conditions with much higher stem densities than historically found-oak and pines are not regenerating Today, our FLN members are striving to reintroduce fire to the landscape.This slide leads into desired conditions slide.



Healthy & Resilient Forests

Desired Conditions Oak, Hickory & Pine Regeneration
Open Forests and Woodlands
Diverse stand classes 
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Presentation Notes
LindseyAs landscape managers, we strive to create “desired conditions” using tools like fire to influence the landscape.  Desired Conditions are primarily healthy and resilient forests. They provide multiple habitat types and structure that wildlife need to thrive.  They promote biodiversity and support many types of plant and animal species. If you were to walk through large portions of our forests today, you would notice that the understory and midstory are cramped with high stem density, receive minimal light in the growing season, and that the species found are not those that dominate the canopy.  A major goal is to promote oak, hickory, and pine regeneration not only to sustain future forests, but also because these species are critical for a lot of wildlife (think hard mast production, pine dependent pine warblers, etc). Diversify community types such as oak savannahs, yellow pine, grassy balds, dry-oak/heath, shale barrens-Diversity in stand age (early successional forests, older growth open forests and woodlands. Currently the state the forest is in is 80% closed canopy forest of about 80-100 years old. One of the coolest aspects about developing a burn program is that there is a balance between the science of fire and the art of fire.  Ten years ago, we didn’t have these awesome photos of desired conditions, because we hadn’t really had the ability to monitor and learn from our management activities.  The more burning and monitoring we do, the better able we are to learn what desired conditions are and how to achieve them. 



Desired Conditions

New Road Run Burn GWJNF North Zone

Creating conditions for a healthy and resilient forest
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Presentation Notes
LindseyThis photo shows a burned unit (on the right) vs. an unburned unit just across the street.  As you can easily see, fire has completely opened the understory and much of the midstory.  Tons of light is reaching the forest floor and stem densities are much lower than on the unburned side.  As we continue to burn and learn, we can work towards creating and maintaining desired conditions across a large landscape and not just within political boundaries. 



Controlled burning in 
the Heart of the Apps

43,000 acres of prescribed fire since 2014 
Average 15 burns per year
74% of all burns take place in March and April
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LindseyNow onto the fun stuff- putting fire on the ground.  Since 2014 Heart of the Apps FLN landscape has burned 43,000 acres, with an average of 10,000 acres per year, (2013-2017).Weather conditions and capacity are the limiting factors during burn season.  Usually the mountains are either too wet to burn, or become so dry that wildfires pick up and all resources are assigned to manage those unplanned ignitions.  Members of the FLN work diligently to anticipate upcoming burn windows and to coordinate resources to get the job accomplished. Burning is accomplished both aerially and on the ground and units vary in size from a few acres to over 5,000. 2001-2017-292 burn entriesImplementing burns is obviously a crucial piece to landscape management, but fire effects monitoring also becomes another critical element to an adaptive management program.  It also is the true focus of this talk and in many ways just as fun as burning (at least to my nerdy self). 



Heart of the Apps FLN Monitoring 
Working Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LindseyI’m excited for the opportunity to formally introduce the Heart of the Appalachians FLN Monitoring Working Group.  The Working Group is comprised of members from 5 organizations (TNC, GWJNF, Shenandoah National Park, VDGIF, and DCR). We are dedicated to: Maintain the Working Group as a core team who are dedicated to moving the monitoring program forward.Improve communication between monitoring working group and prescribed fire managers through outreach and distribution of monitoring results. Improve the quality and consistency of data collected, through plant identification training, and assist team members with data collection and management.Specific objectives include:Improve group proficiency of FFI software tools to manage data.Produce summaries of monitoring progress.Successfully conduct monitoring and data entry of required Forest Structure and Composition plots.Reduce discrepancies among those collecting and managing data.Show different things, screen shots of a summary, plant refresher photo, FFI, 



Fire Effects Monitoring

Fire Effects Monitoring in 
the Heart of the Apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lindsey-Though there are lots of amazing monitoring protocols we employ in the Heart of the Apps, our webinar today will focus specifically on Forest Structure and Composition, Canopy Gap Analysis, and briefly touch on Avian Community Monitoring. Nikole is going to take the reigns and take a deeper look at how our Working Group came to be and finally get into some monitoring specifics!



Fire Effects Monitoring in the Heart of the Apps
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Forest Structure and Composition  
Monitoring Milestones

FSC Monitoring 
Protocol Piloted

Monitoring 
Working Group 
Established

Complete 
Summaries Of 
FSC Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikoleTalk about how we got there…In the early years of the Heart of the Apps FLN, one thing that was recognized was, that if we were going to scale up the restoration/brining fire back to the mountains, it would need to be monitored. The forest ecologist and TNC stewardship ecologist looked at several things:Who was going to be doing the data collection?How much time was needed to complete a plot?       The forest egologist used the Fire Monitoring Handbook protocols and went out to do a few plots, but found that it took a long time (1 day) to complete a single plot and decided that folks would likely need something that went a little faster. A few other programs were using a smaller plot protocol like the program in Arkansas with TNC and the Ouitchita NF. So, that is how this more rapid plot design was choosen.What was the skill level of the folks collecting the data?       At the time, there was not an academic partner that was particularly interested in helping out or being involved. It was also decided that if the folks who were doing the burning were also the folks who were collecting the monitoring data that there would be a deeper level of investment in what they were doing. Sample size, what was the level needed to be accurate?In 2007, TNC ran a pilot sample with 225 plots. The plots were being looked at by vegetation type, and through the pilot sampling it came out that in order to be statistically confident in a particular burn unit the sample size had to be rather large, something like almost 200 plots per vegetation type. So, in part because there were multiple partners working on this, a decision was made that the plots would be spread out across the landscape in order to capture a large enough sample size and to spread out the work load. 
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Presentation Notes
NikoleSo we had to migrate a few things to make them user friendly, for instance our data forms and procotols. We worked with the regional fire ecologist from the USFS and she suggested was to take as much guess work out of things as possible. Which means we ended up spending a fair amount of time on things like our species list in FFI so that there were only the species that were in our region so people wouldn’t accidentally call things by the wrong names. We also created pick lists, and made a lot of cheat sheets for people. 



Forest Structure and Composition  
Monitoring Milestones

FSC Monitoring 
Protocol Piloted

Monitoring 
Working Group 
Established

Complete 
Summaries Of 
FSC Results
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Presentation Notes
NikoleTalk about how we got there…In the early years of the Heart of the Apps FLN, one thing that was recognized was, that if we were going to scale up the restoration/brining fire back to the mountains, it would need to be monitored. The forest ecologist and TNC stewardship ecologist looked at several things:Who was going to be doing the data collection?How much time was needed to complete a plot?       The forest egologist used the Fire Monitoring Handbook protocols and went out to do a few plots, but found that it took a long time (1 day) to complete a single plot and decided that folks would likely need something that went a little faster. A few other programs were using a smaller plot protocol like the program in Arkansas with TNC and the Ouitchita NF. So, that is how this more rapid plot design was choosen.What was the skill level of the folks collecting the data?       At the time, there was not an academic partner that was particularly interested in helping out or being involved. It was also decided that if the folks who were doing the burning were also the folks who were collecting the monitoring data that there would be a deeper level of investment in what they were doing. Sample size, what was the level needed to be accurate?In 2007, TNC ran a pilot sample with 225 plots. The plots were being looked at by vegetation type, and through the pilot sampling it came out that in order to be statistically confident in a particular burn unit the sample size had to be rather large, something like almost 200 plots per vegetation type. So, in part because there were multiple partners working on this, a decision was made that the plots would be spread out across the landscape in order to capture a large enough sample size and to spread out the work load. 



Summaries of 
monitoring results



Lessons Learned
Make it easy for people to do

Dedicate someone to help drive the 
monitoring forward 

People will ask a lot of questions, 
don’t be afraid to answer them

Keep folks informed of progress, even 
if you don’t have a lot of results to 
share

Make it fun
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NikoleMake it easy for people to do…databaseDedicate someone to help drive the monitoring forward (and support that person)People will ask a lot of questions, don’t be afraid to answer them (especially about things you are not doing)Make it fun



Forest Structure and Composition 
Monitoring Stats

439 Plots Total

2,245 Plot Visits

Plots Stratified by Vegetation Type

Plots visited 1 year post burn and 
again at 5 years

46 burn units, 63,000 acres

All Data is entered into Feat and 
Fire Mon Integrated (FFI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NikoleFSC is designed to look at change in forest structure over time.FSC was designed to be used at a landscape scaleFSC does not look at fuels reduction in the traditional sense (litter, duff, coarse woody debris consumption)Plot centers located > 90 ft from road or trailStratified by ecological system types Oak Forests and Woodlands 308Pine Forests and Woodlands 49Cove Forests 46Other 8Plot centers marked with rebar and bearing trees paintedPlots visited at least one growing season prior to conducting a controlled burn (baseline condition) and re-visited the first growing season one-year after a controlled burn (post-burn). Then again at five years. All data entered into Feat and Firemon Intergrated (FFI) and analyzed using Excel and JMP software



3.5’ x 3.5’

11’ 9”
0.01 acre

N

Overstory Trees Only

24’

Forest Structure and Composition 
Monitoring Methods
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NikoleTeams of 2-4 people100th acre plots with a 24th of an acre fixed radius for overstory treesMark the center with rebar, and 3 bearing trees, which we mark 



3.5’ x 
3.5’

11’ 
9”
0.01 
acre

N

Overstory Trees 
Only

24
’Forest Structure and Composition Monitoring 

Methods

Percent Cover Class  within four 3.5’ x 3.5’ 
quadrats, all woody stems 6” to 3.5’ in height are 
counted. 

Stem Regeneration a percent aerial cover of 
graminoids, forbs, woody trees/shrubs, woody 
vines, and non-native invasive species are 
estimated.

Percent Canopy Cover determined at five points 
along each of four transects located in the 
cardinal directions from plot center.  

Top: Dan Buckler measures canopy cover with a 
GRS densitometer. Bottom: Laurel Schablein 
measures stems with a density quadrat frame.
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3.5’ x 
3.5’

11’ 
9”
0.01 
acre

N

Overstory Trees 
Only

24
’Forest Structure and Composition Monitoring 

Methods

Trees within 11.9’ radius, all woody tree and shrub 
stems  <4” and >1” at DBH and >3.5 feet tall are 
measured and tallied. 

Saplings within 11.9’ radius,  all woody tree and 
shrub stems < 1” at DBH and >3.5 feet tall are 
tallied. 

Fixed Radius Trees within 24’ radius,  all trees >4” 
at DBH are measured,  tagged and tallied.

Top: Adam Christie counted 170 live and 89 dead 
Sassafras stems in the 2016 Burn 3 Year 1 visit. 
Bottom: Patrick Lacienski measures an American 
Chestnut in the Middle Mountain burn unit. 
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WSMRP Porters Mill Plot 05-01 
06/15/2012

Two Months Post Wildfire
North

WSMRP Porters Mill Plot 05-01 
08/06/2013

Burn 1 Year 1
North

WSMRP Porters Mill Plot 05-01 
06/02/2014

Burn 1 Year 2
North

WSMRP Porters Mill Plot 05-01 
05/29/2015

Burn 1 Year 3
North

WSMRP Porters Mill Plot 05-01 
08/02/2017

Burn 1 Year 5
North
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NikoleTwo photos at the center point. One facing North, South. Some folks choose to take photos in all cardinal directions and photos of the canopy and the ground fuels. 



Monitoring Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nikole transition to Jean. 



Vegetation Monitoring Results
400 plots across the GW and JEFF National Forest

Stratified by burn history (1 burn, 2 burn, etc)
Not further stratified by major forest type

Focused on pre and post-1st burn, primarily in oak forest



On average, basal area (>4” DBH) decreased by 17%

OVERSTORY changes 1 year after a 1st burn

Reduce overstory canopy in Oak and Pine woodlands by 5-15% each 
treatment

Burn Plan 
Objectives

High variability: some plots had complete canopy mortality, some had none



MIDSTORY changes 1 year after a 1st burn

Tree and Shrub stem density (1”-4” DBH) decreased by 66% 

Low variability: almost all plots experienced a substantial decrease

Burn Plan 
Objectives

Decrease the number of <4” DBH of fire intolerant trees in the mid-story by 50% within 
one year post-burn.

Top kill 50-75% of woody vegetation <4” DBH across the unit.



UNDERSTORY changes

Vaccinium density increased by 50%

Top kill at least 80% of all blueberry and huckleberry plants

Burn Plan Objectives

1 year after a 1st burn
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oaksIncrease oak regeneration

Oak stem density increased by 55%



UNDERSTORY
(non-woody) changes

Cover Before 1 
burn

After 1 Burn

Forbs 4% 8%

Grasses 0.5% 3%

5 years after a 1st burn



Avian monitoring
Located on 107 FSC plots across one landscape
Training in Spring
Monitoring done in late Spring (May-June)
2 crews (2 people each)
5-7 weeks of work

7 years of monitoring complete (pre and post-
burn)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all units treated at same time



Avian monitoring
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Remote sensing of canopy conditions
EARLY

0-30% Canopy Cover
OPEN

31-50% Canopy Cover
CLOSED

51-100% Canopy Cover

GWNF Plan Goals

Presenter
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Pic 1 year after 1st burn





Pre-burn

Post-
burn,
1 year

GIS-based monitoring
Identify areas of canopy mortality following burns



Pre-burn

Post-
burn,
1 year

GIS-based monitoring
Identify areas of canopy mortality following burns



Pre-burn

Post-
burn,
1 year

GIS-based monitoring
Identify areas of canopy mortality following burns



Burn Plan Objectives:
Reduce overstory canopy in Oak and Pine 
woodlands by 5-15% each treatment

Forest Plan Objectives:

EARLY MID
CLOSED

MID 
OPEN

LATE
OPEN

LATE 
CLOSED

Target 
% of 

acreage
12 7 10 57 14

Percent of Unit
CLOSED OPEN EARLY

82% 7% 11%

Remote sensing of canopy 
conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use all data to inform research



• On-the-ground veg data

STRATIFIED BY

• Remote sensing canopy data

Combine monitoring data

Sampling strata Canopy condition

CLOSED OPEN EARLY
OVER-STORY Basal area/acre 83 c 56 b 18 a
MID-STORY Woody stems/acre 214 b 0 a 11 ab

UNDERSTORY Woody stems/acre 47,000  b 150,000  a 171,000  a

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use all data to inform research



Research the 
System

Develop 
Objectives

Plan & 
Conduct 

Monitoring

Implement 
Management 

Actions

Conduct 
Post-RX 

Monitoring

Analyze 
Results

Putting the results to work 
• Adaptive Management
• National Environmental Policy Act 

(NEPA)
• Shared Learning
• Informing Research
• Sharing data with Southern Blue 

Ridge FLN
• Strategic planning for Heart of the 

Apps FLN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LindseyJean is putting the final touches on a Canopy Gap GTR he has co-written with Melissa Thomas-Van Gundy out of the Northern Research Station, and is beginning to work on a second paper 



Thank you to all, who 
make this work 

possible!
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Mill Creek Burn Central Zone GWJNF
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